
RI President K.R. Ravindran 

chose Be a Gift to the World as his 

theme for 2015-16.

Ravindran urges Rotary members 

to give the gifts of time, talent, and 

knowledge to improve lives in 

communities across the globe. 

"Through Rotary, we can take these 

gifts and make a genuine difference 

in the lives of others and in our 

world."
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SWAP MART Every Sunday

The AMPAN Project, to give it it’s official name, is on a roll. Following 

Margaret’s visit to her home, RCM will be acquiring a shipping container 

and transporting desks, chairs and books to the newly built classrrooms

In Ampan. This will happen by the end of July.

This joint project, between 

RCM and Mindarie PS has 

been the Club’s first foray 

into a truly international 

project and, thanks to the

donations in kind from 

Mindarie PS we can really 

make a difference.

The pupils at Mindarie PS have really taken on this project and are keen

To Have Margaret give another presentation  about what’s happening 

in Ampan. On Margaret’s recent visit, she took a small donation of 

Stationery and this was well received and there was heightened

expectation about the still to

come desks and chairs. The 

village is also expecting people

from Mindarie PS and RCM to

come to the opening of the new

classrooms in September. 

Accommodation and running 

water have been specially 

provided – you don’t have to go 

to the river to wash.



SoA Brian Baily called the meeting to order at 1801pm. 

President Nigel welcomed those present to the first 

meeting of 2016 and advised that there was a lot of 

news to impart.

He stated that apologies had been received from  a 

large number of members

President Nigel  advised:

• Two key focus points for  the rest of 2015/16 were 

membership and Swap Mart.

• Membership had somewhat stagnated 

• One reason for this was the current meeting facility 

which had little “atmosphere”

• Talks had been held with Mindarie Marina and these 

had been productive . 

• The Marina is available with no fixed fee albeit the 

food will cost around $70 per platter and it is 

envisaged that 2-3 platters will be required for each 

meeting.

• The Board is considering raising the cost for 

meetings from $12 to $18 which, considering it is a 

fortnightly charge, is not unreasonable. There was 

no negative comment from those present.

• Consideration is also being given to meeting on 

Wednesdays rather than Tuesdays. There was some 

discussion about Thursday but a show of hands 

indicated Wednesday was preferred.

• It is proposed that the next Club meeting will be 

held on 2nd March at Mindarie Marina.

Alan Ward gave the toast to Rotary.

President Nigel welcomed our guests, PDG Ed Reed, 

Past Governor of Probus, Graham Brown, and Steve 

and Callum who Sandy has brought along and are 

interested in the PNG project.

Ralph mentioned makeup visit to RC Shintokorozawa

and RC Shiki in Japan.

Ralph also informed members of a number of events 

occurring in the District and advised that these would 

be in the Bulletin.

President Nigel also advised:

We have been advised of Entertainment Books that 

offer discounts at restaurants and facilities and from 

which we might make some funds.. Selling these at 

Swap Mart was proposed.

Mindarie Senior College

16th February 2016
Ralph mentioned d that “The Ampan Project” is 

proceeding with the collected school donations to be 

shipped to PNG in July. 

Sandy spoke on Swap Mart issues:

• Numbers of sellers and buyers have dropped

• Lack of advertising is seen as a major contributor

• Banners have been conceived for use

• Leaflet handout have been endorsed by OKSC

• The existing Money Spinners, owned by RC 

Wanneroo, are seen to be located at the discretion 

of Woolworth and Coles and are not an OKSC 

matter

• An easel has been acquired to advertise where RCM 

donations go. It will be used at the Swap Mart

President Nigel mentioned that there will be a decision 

about RCM and RYPEN on the 22nd February.

Treasurer Peter advised that there is $7500 in the 

charitable account. Geoff Russell suggested that RCM 

may be able to get an International Grant to offset the 

costs of The Ampan Project.

DM/RS spoke about the International Golf tournament 

and RC Wanneroo’s request for assistance. Alan 

mentioned that he is  participating through his golf 

club.

PDG Ed Reed and Graham Brown spoke about 

PROBUS. They are looking to RCM to sponsor the 

establishment of a new Club in Jurien Bay.

Geoff Russel mentioned a blowup Rotary sign that he 

has noticed being used by RC Strathalbyn (SA) which 

would be good for RCM Swap Mart.

Cheryl dealt out the fines to recalcitrant members.

Brian Butterworth won the raffle.

The meeting closed at 1916pm



PDG Ed Reed and Graham 

Brown spoke about PROBUS

which is an association for 

active members of the

community, and for those no

longer working full time, to                                          

join together in clubs for a new lease of life.

Its basic purpose is to advance intellectual and 

cultural interests amongst adult persons; to provide 

regular opportunities to progress healthy minds and 

active bodies through social interaction and 

activities, expand interests and to enjoy the 

fellowship of new friends.

There are some 1800 clubs in Australia/NZ with 104 

in WA. There are over 6000 members.

PROBUS offers many member benefits to keep you 

young, including international and domestic travel, 

daytrip excursions, luncheons and opportunities to 

meet new friends.

PROBUS is a community service activity of Rotary 

clubs. According to Ed, the travel insurance is one of 

the best products on the market today.

PROBUS Clubs require a Rotary Club to sponsor the 

establishment of a new PROBUS Club. Ed and 

Graham are hoping that RCM will sponsor a new 

Club in Jurien Bay. The cost to RCM is around $800 

for the charter and advertising locally.. RCM 

members do not have to attend meeting although 

the occasional visit would be expected.
Bi-District Rotary Foundation Dinner on 

Thursday 19th May. 
You and your partner are ALL welcome, the dinner 

will be at the Parmelia Hilton, and the cost per 

head is still $ 125.00. This covers the 3 course 

meal, pre-dinner drinks plus a bottle of red and 

white wine on the table. 

Please put this in your Diary, now. We urge you to 

consider coming to the Dinner, not only to 

support our Charity of choice – The Rotary 

Foundation, but also to hear past RI President Bill 

Boyd speak. 

BI-DISTRICT ROTARY 

FOUNDATION DINNER

DISTRICT 9455 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICE PROJECTS

Are you aware of the Community Service activities 

and programs in the District in the following areas:

• Aboriginal Reference Group

• Australian Rotary Health

• Foodbank

• Blood Donations

• Bowel Scan

• Organ and Tissue Donation

• Prostate Cancer Awareness

• The Rotary WA Cord Blood Bank

• Innerwheel District A40

• Probus

• Rotary Global History Fellowship

• Camp Opportunity

• Drug Awareness and Life Education

PDG Ed Reed & PP PROBUS Graham Brown



WASHINGTON—Saying the finding would further scientists’ 

understanding of the most remote parts of the universe, NASA 

astronomers announced at a press conference Thursday that they had 

discovered a previously unknown cluster of nothingness in deep space. 

“Through the use of high-resolution infrared imaging, we have 

identified a large grouping of total emptiness roughly 8.5 billion light-

years away that had heretofore gone undetected,” said NASA lead 

researcher Edward Hefter, adding that the newly discovered blank 

expanse, which is located between two immense regions of nothing, 

was far larger and more insignificant in scope than first thought. 

“We are continuing to investigate the age and origin of the emptiness, 

but it will be a slow process given that there is absolutely nothing in 

the cluster to study. However, initial data indicate that the space likely 

formed when a smaller void merged with a larger vacuum.”

Hefter added that the distant cluster of nothingness strongly resembles 

481 million similar such regions discovered in recent decades.

Astronomers Discover Previously 

Unknown Cluster Of Nothingness In 

Deep Space

The Rotary 4 Way Speaking Contest 

Semi Finals and Final are coming up, 

and if anyone would like to hear these 

wonderful young people speak you 

would be very welcome. 

The first Semi Final will be held at the 

Rotary Club of Mount Lawley meeting 

at the Mount Lawley Golf Club on 

Monday February 22, 6.00pm for a 

6.30pm start. 

The second Semi Final will be held at 

the Matilda Bay Rotary Club meeting at 

the Matilda Bay Restaurant on 

Wednesday March 2nd, 7.00am for a 

7.20am start.

Contact details for these events are :-

Mount Lawley Club is PP Geoff Russell 

Tel 0418 924 775 

email geoffrussell@iinet.net.au

Matilda Bay Club is PP Yvonne Hart Tel 

0419 929 830 

email mousetrails@bigpond.com

The District Final will also be held at the 

Rotary Club of Matilda Bay on Thursday 

evening 7th April – 6.00pm for 6.30 pm 

at the Matilda Bay Restaurant.

DISTRICT CHANGEOVER 2016DISTRICT CHANGEOVER 2016DISTRICT CHANGEOVER 2016DISTRICT CHANGEOVER 2016
Date

July 2, 2016, 6:30 pm to 10:00pm

Details

Celebrate the achievements of District 9455 and look forward to 

a new Rotary year.

Venue

Parmelia Hilton Hotel14 Mill Street, Perth WA 6000



RCM BOARD 

MEETING

SUMMARY

There was a meeting of the RCM Board on 

9th February and the following matters were 

discussed:

• Collection/storage and transport of Donations in 

Kind collected at Mindarie PS to PNG this year. 

PNG is expecting school items in September

• Swap Mart re-launch suggestions to improve 

seller and buyer attendance and resulting income

• Fundraising inhibited due to few members being 

available for duties. New members required as a 

priority

• Finding a new meeting venue is high priority

• Membership drive on hold until new meeting 

venue found.

• Identification of more volunteer charity work 

opportunities

• Motivation of Club Committees

• Possibility of RCM not staging RYPEN this year

• Further investigation into feasibility of a Rotary 

Park in Mindarie

• Further investigation into feasibility of a Christmas 
Sleigh concept for end of year.

MERC is a sub-committee of the Rotary Club of 

West Perth (RCWP) that collects, sorts, packs and 

transports superseded medical equipment to 

developing countries. Most of the equipment 

comes from Royal Perth Hospital but there are also 

other suppliers. Items of furniture such as hospital 

beds and heavy equipment have been sourced from 

within the hospital and health system. The 

machinery has up-to-date service histories and is 

known to be functioning correctly. Manual beds are 

ideal to send to places that have unreliable power 

supplies. Approximately 500 manual hospital beds 

have been sent overseas by the MERC program.

Smaller items of equipment such as needles, 

syringes, blood collection tubes and disposable 

forceps are collected as left-overs from clinical trials 

and similar projects. Permission has been sought in 

every case from the original owners of this 

equipment who are pleased that the items not go to 

land-fill. Guidelines from Rotary International and 

the World Health Organisation are strictly adhered 

to by MERC. Medicines are not included in the 

MERC project as the export/import of drugs is a 

complex area and beyond the scope of this project.

The RCWP provides generous financial support 

which covers the costs of freight of the donated 

goods. Club members provide the “muscle” when 

furniture is to be moved and trucked to a container. 

Willing hands drive trucks, heave furniture, pack 

containers and pull furniture off walls. One club 

member uses his contacts to provide trucks and 

drivers to move the items. Several times a year we 

will have a Busy B asking club members to come 

along to help if there is a lot of equipment to be 

packed or moved. This provides an opportunity for 

members to see where the club’s funds are being 

spent and gives them a sense of ownership of the 

project. It’s also good fun! Members from other 

Rotary clubs have also been along to help and are 

always welcome.

We have been fortunate to have an agreement with 

Presbyterian Ladies College for their year 9 students 

accompanied by a parent, to help us sort the small 

items as part of their community service. The 

students sort, count and pack these items into 

boxes ready to be shipped. 
- continued

Without exception, this fortnightly collaboration 

is a most enjoyable one where the students get 

an opportunity to serve the community and we 

as Rotarians have the opportunity to interact 

with our local youth.

One project involved collecting furniture for two 

women’s clinics in remote East Timor. These 

clinics had a building, power and water but no 

furniture, so the challenge was to find suitable 

items so the local midwives could use the 

facility. Furniture was collected from a variety of 

places such as a closed down nursing home and 

discarded linen from laundry services. These 

items were packed into a container and shipped 

to East Timor where they have played an 

important part in providing services for mothers 

and babies in one of the poorest countries in 

the world. Other shipments have been to 

Wewak in Papua New Guinea, Malawi and Bali.

Medical Equipment Recycling 
Committee (MERC)



THE PROS AND CONS OF 
HELICOPTER PARENTING

The rising trend of “helicopter parenting,” or hovering 

over a child’s educational, social, extracurricular, and 

home life, has been praised by some as true dedication 

to one’s kids and decried by others for potentially 

smothering a child’s independent development. Here are 

the pros and cons of helicopter parenting:

PROS

• Only way to prevent your children from being 

abducted, molested, and then murdered

• Get to watch every precious moment of your child’s 

transformation into a fully neurotic cream puff of an 

adult

• No need for child to waste time developing their own 

dreams and ambitions

• Forgot how fun it is to build toothpick molecules

• You quit your career for this kid, remember? You gave 

up everything, and now you’re just going to let them 

get a B in French?

• Guarantees you’re there to support your child when 

they have a nervous breakdown due to your 

overbearing parenting style

CONS

• Much less cool than the phrase sounds

• Can lead to dependency issues in which parents don’t 

learn how to function on their own

• Though unlikely, it’s possible that your child does not 

actually dream of being tap and jazz star

• Kids actually pretty awful to be around for more than 

a few minutes at a time

• Children may grow up with a sense of entitlement to 

things like being surrounded by people who love and 

care about them

• Not even that effective at psychologically 

compensating for all the mistakes you’ve ever made 

in your life

Advertisement at Tokyo Subway station

I need some of this!

SELECTING THE RI PRESIDENT

Each year a distinguished Rotarian is selected as the 

worldwide president of Rotary International. The process 

begins two years in advance when a 15-man nominating 

committee is elected from separate regions of the world. 

To qualify for the nominating committee, a Rotarian must 

have served on the R.I. Board of Directors and have 

extensive Rotary experience and substantial 

acquaintanceship with the world leaders of Rotary. 

Members of the nominating committee and current 

directors are not eligible. Any Rotary club may suggest 

the name of a former R.I. director to the committee for 

consideration. The committee convenes in September to 

select the Rotarian to be the presidential nominee. His 

name is announced to all clubs. Any Rotary club may 

make an additional nomination before December 1, which 

must then be endorsed by one percent of all the Rotary 

clubs of the world (about 250). If such an event occurs, an 

election is held by mail ballot. If no additional nomination 

is presented by the clubs, the man selected by the 

nominating committee is declared to be the president-

nominee. From that point on, that special Rotarian and his 

wife will spend more than a year in preparation and then a 

year serving the Rotarians of the world as the 

international president.



• You breathe on average about 5 million times a 

year.

• Months that begin on a Sunday always have a 

Friday the 13th in them.

• You are born with 300 bones, by the time you 

are an adult you will have 206.

• One fourth of the bones in your body are in 

your feet.

• The average person spends 2 weeks of their 

lifetime waiting for the light to change from red 

to green.

• Coca-Cola would be green if the food colorant 

wasn't added.

• Coffins used for cremation are usually made 

with plastic handles.

• Human thigh bones are stronger than concrete.

• Cockroaches can live several weeks with their 

heads cut off.

• It is impossible to sneeze with your eyes open. 

We dare you, give it a try!



The AJYCE program is a cultural exchange between 

the Australian Rotary District 9455 and the 

Japanese Rotary District 2570 (Saitama).

This program (initiated in 1976) is aimed at young 

adults between the age of 18 and 30 years, with an 

interest in visiting Japan to experience both the 

international fellowship and cultural values of 

another country. Professional and social networking 

as well as personal development through self-

awareness and international travel is at the 

forefront of this program.

This annual exchange takes place each January for 

two weeks, with a reciprocal visit by the Japanese 

team to Perth in March, also for two weeks.

Your Secretary and his wife went on this exchange 

as the “oldies”.

One can only say it was 

absolutely worthwhile. 

The Japanese were 

wonderful hosts, the 

people are polite and 

friendly although 

Language does pose a problem.

-12C to 40C
AJYCE IN JAPAN

Ralph speaking at RC ShinTokorazawa Club meeting

Incredible spread at the RC Shiki Club meetingDeparture at Haneda Airport

-12C at Kusatsu

I would certainly recommend to anyone that

they send their son or daughter on this exchange. 

Living with a host family really gives you a better 

insight into the Japanese way of life.

Just ask Helen (Cheryl’s daughter) who we will ask 

to speak at one of our Club meetings.

The reciprocal visit by the Japanese group will 

take place around 19th March and Myrtle and I 

are very happy to be hosting Sari, a young 

University Student. 

The Rotary Club Constitution specifies three conditions 

under which a Rotarian's membership will automatically 

be terminated for non-attendance. These circumstances 

are: failure to attend or make up four consecutive club 

meetings, failure to attend or make up 60 percent of club 

meetings each six months and failure to attend at least 30 

percent of the meetings of one's own club in each six-

month period. Under any of these three cases, a member 

will lose his Rotary membership unless the club board of 

directors has previously consented to excuse such failure 

for good and sufficient reason. To some individuals, these 

rules may seem unusually rigid.

DID YOU KNOW?



WOODS HOLE, MA—Saying such periodic events have 

vastly expanded the scientific community’s 

understanding of oceanic biodiversity, a study released 

this week by the Woods Hole Marine Biological 

Laboratory determined that a significant majority of new 

marine species are now discovered while cleaning oil 

spills. 

“After surveying thousands of scientific papers, our team 

determined that 68 percent of all aquatic birds, fish, 

marine reptiles, mollusks, and corals discovered over the 

past 50 years were first identified and cataloged after 

volunteers painstakingly cleaned the thick, heavy coating 

of crude oil from them using a toothbrush and noticed 

their markings and morphology were unlike anything on 

record,” said researcher Sandra Schultz, who confirmed 

that over 5,000 species previously unknown to science 

have been identified in the Gulf of Mexico alone since 

2010. 

“In fact, the average trash bag that a cleanup worker 

uses to collect the sludge-coated remains of animals that 

wash ashore typically contains at least one entirely new 

subspecies of shorebird, sea turtle, or crustacean. Once 

all the tar is fully removed from the animals’ skin, eyes, 

and lungs, they become prized specimens for study.” 

Schultz noted, however, that most of the new species 

that are discovered amid vast oil slicks are concurrently 

found to be extinct.
- The Onion

Study: Majority Of New Marine 

Life Species Now Discovered 

While Cleaning Oil Spills

Popular Exercise Found To Accelerate Aging 
And Cause Middle-Age Weight Gain

Surprisingly, not all exercises are good for you. In 

fact, recent studies have discovered that exercises 

once considered to be an effective way to trim belly 

fat, get lean & fit and look younger... have now been 

shown to cause middle-age belly fat, loss of lean 

toned muscle and inflammation that causes you to 

age faster.

THOUGHTS on MEMBERSHIP

Take a look at your current club membership -

how would you define your current members? 

Are you seeking to attract more of the same, or 

do you need to diversify a little? Can you think 

of some completely new potential member 

sources?

Take a look at the projects your club currently 

does. Are they relevant to the audience you are 

trying to attract? Can you think of some project 

ideas that might appeal to them more?


